Special message for noble scholars, preachers, tribal elders and prayer leaders regarding elections

Respected noble scholars, mosque imams (prayer leaders), preachers, Jihadi figures, tribal leaders and elders!

Peace, Blessings and Mercy of Allah be upon you all and may He bless you with success in both this world and the hereafter.

You are well aware that the invaders and their allies are once again launching the misleading drama of parliamentary elections alongside their continuing military, propaganda and a diverse amount of other efforts so that they may appoint their hand-groomed stooges as members of parliament and use them for their malicious objectives like the years past.

Just as armed struggle and Jihad against the military invasion of an enemy is a religious obligation, it is similarly a great Jihadi service and religious duty of every believer to resist, neutralize and raise public awareness about the dangers all enemy political and intelligence ploys.

As the date of parliamentary elections under the shadow of occupation has come closer, the Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan’s Preaching and Guidance Commission calls on all noble scholars, preachers and prayer leaders of mosques, tribal leaders, Jihadi figures, elders and influential personalities in the cities and rural areas around the country to stand firmly against this plot of the invaders. Prevent all their activities, from media campaigns to erecting polling stations, and raise public awareness about participation being unlawful and a crime because it will grant success to a dangerous plot of the invaders and encourage them to continue their occupation.

Consequently, preachers and prayer leaders must inform their constituency while tribal leaders and influential figures must prevent participation by the public.

In the end we must emphasize that the election process has no Islamic or Afghan essence but is a foreign plot to prolong occupation, mask military invasion and deceive the common mindset, which is both funded and its final results dictated by the infidel invaders. Hence, it is the duty of every true Muslim and Afghan to nip this plot in the bud so that the invaders are disappointed in their plans and forced to withdraw from our homeland.
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